
A HOLISTIC STRATEGY IN RESPONSE TO CLIMATE EMERGENCY 
AND SOCIO-ECONOMIC ACTIVATION
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Amphibian reedbeds

Existing routes
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Flood and Habitat restoration strategies

Building a resilient coast

Coastal Realignment promoting saltmarshes

Brushwood fascines promoting sediment retention

Room for the River

Widening the river banks promoting aluvial forest

Meander reactivation

Creek renaturalization

Water meadows for pastures

Management of the floodplain by grazing

Inhabiting the water edge

Management of core paths to acces the water edge

Restoring ancient jetties

Implementing intertidal tables for humans and animals

Nots of social-cultural-economic activity

Nots of biodiversity

BETWEEN WATERS FLOOD STRATEGY

The actual Nalón river and estuary occupies a narrow area 
between the river slopes along its course called Bajo Nalón, 
and harbours, marshlands and at the mouth of the river. The 
aim of this project is to find a strategies that expand the river 
edge to beyond its actual limit, including multiple habitats and 
social values that will compose a complex and rich ecotone 
to responds to the climate emergency at the same time that 
engages with the existing ecological values and promotes them, 
without losing the industrial identity of the site and multiplies the 
economical values by opening up a wide range of possibilities.

The strategy of this project acts at different scales, all of them 
having in common two main concepts: 
1. the expansion of the water edge from a thin line to a wide 
area from the riparian zone of the tributaries until the low tide of 
the coast
2. the blending between the three main elements that composes 
the ecotone: 
• range of blue for water (fresh, sea and brakish)
• range of green for habitats of the ecotone (marshlands, 
alluvial forests, reedland, etc.)
• range of orange for social values (harbours, beaches, seaside 
promenades )

Climate Emergency strategy
The expanded area of the new water edge is defined by the 
impact of the river flood (10, 100 and 500 return period)
and sea level rise (0,65m  masl), which takes approximately the 
area of the floodplain of the river, now occupied by multiple 
uses, amongst them agriculture and pastures; and expands 
along the tributaries of the Nalón river. This is the area most 
affected by the climate emergency that needs to be addressed. 

The ecological value of this area is on the existing mixture 
between seawater and freshwater, which becomes brakishwater, 
that in different gradients support an ecological succession of 
habitats composing the ecotone, a very delicate ecosystem with 
a great power to respond to the climate emergency (see diagram 
BETWEEN WATERS).

Finding balance between ecology and economy
In order to address the issue of finding a balance between 
economy and ecology, the way that humans inhabit the 
landscape needs to be considered. The aim of the project is 
to stablish new ways or paths of a sustainable relation with the 
landscape that they live in.

3.1 Dwelling on the water edge
• Expand and link cycle and pedestrian routes that 

promote the natural, historical and cultural values of 
this historic valley

• Promote activities and access to the river that allow social 
and local activation

• Visibilization of the resources of the intertidal zone. How 
what we eat affects the landscape (tables for humans and 
moluscs)

3.2 Non seasonal ways of tourism and Circular 
economy
Through the proposed strategies the opportunity for tourism 
diversifies all along the year. The proposal is to include local 
activities on the cultural and leisure agenda along the Nalón 
river. We would like to present the whole river as a variety 
of possibilites that will allow the local people to implant an 
economy that is based on the resources of the landscape, 
while at the same time preserves its ecologic value,  through 
a closed cycle.

• Promote non-seasonally adjusted tourism and 
productive activites compatible with the protection of 
the most sensitive habitats

• Encourage green tourism taking advantage of the 
potential of this fluvial landscape (birdwatching in 
controlled areas, amphibian listening in el Charcu)

Reshaping the microtopography to allow the expansion 
of the existing habitats of the ecotone, natural tool of 
adaptation to the Climate Emergency
The changing landscape of the Bajo Nalón is a place shaped by 
processes that operate at different scales. We are proposing to 
engage with the existing dynamics shaping this landscape and find 
opportunities to make a positive change
 
1. Building a resilient coast against sea level rise
This particular but at the same time typological landscape, is shaped 
on the lower part of the river by the dynamics of the tide, which is a 
window to the future effect of sea level rise. 
The natural response of the estuaries to sea level rise is composed by 
a two directions movement of the estuarine morphology, landward 
transgression and up-rise through erosion. The stifness of the coast 
by the construction of harbours, infraestructure, cities or landslopes 
for agriculture; doesn’t allow the natural dynamics of the estuarine 
morphology, which leds to what’s called, coastal squeeze, what brings 
the loss of the wide range of habitats and at the same time makes the 
coast vulnerable to sea level rise. 

This project proposes strategies to bring back the natural dynamics 
of the coast on specific areas by making breaches on the land slope 
that doesn’t allow the tide to take over. The success of this action, 
needs to go along with the study of the microtopography of the 
estuary, the levels of the tide, and the existence of mudflats. This is a 
common practice in other parts of Europe, like Scotland, with similar 
situations and it is called coastal realignment. On the same direction 
of recovering the saltmarshes and mudflats that had been lost by the 
industrial past of the river and act as natural protectors of the coast, 
we propose the implementation of brushwood fascines, which act as 
sediment retention on areas where there are already saltmarshes, but 
its not possible to gain space inland, because of social values.  

2. Connecting the floodplain with the river to minimize the 
impact of floods
In order to deal with the natural periods of flood of the Nalón river, we 
need to make room for the river. We propose a series of strategies to 
manage the river floods by the expansion of the existing habitats which 
can be part of the economic values of the area, as a way of green 
tourism for birdwatching, saltmarsh or wet grassland pastures. Some 
of the strategies are: widen the river banks and promoting alluvial 
forest; creek renaturation travessing the floodplain; opening a dry-
pass for flood diversion; Reactivation of meanders by opening back 
waters channels where there used to be; wetlands and lagoons on the 
floodlain and artifial lumps as topographic refuges; last but not least, 
the implementation of water meadows, which was a common practice 
in Europe a few centuries ago, flooding pastures next to the river by 
gravity increased the fertility of the soil, and at the same time becomes 
a way of managing flooding. 

Nalón estuary, between an industrial 
past and ecologic values 
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INHABITING THE ESTUARY
Building a resilient coast agains sea level rise
1.1 Coastal Realignment alowing saltmarshes to take over
1.2 Brushwood fascines alowwing more sediment retention

Connecting the floodplain with the river to minimize the impact of 
floods
2.1 Widening the river banks letting aluvial forest take over
2.2 Meander reactivation following the traces of the old river
2.3 Creek renaturalization on the floodplain
2.4 Water meadows along the tributaries
2.5 Opening a dry-pass for flood diversion

3.3

3.2

3.1

Sea level rise (+0,65 masl)

River flooding (10, 100 and 500 return period)

Habitats of the ecotone
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Expanding the edge of the water,  a holistic strategy

 to find new ways of inhabiting the estuary and respond to the climate emergency

Between waters

Existing habitats of the Ecotone, the agents to manage Flooding by the 
coast and the river
Habitats affected by the tide and different gradients of salty water, from hide to 
low tide: Alder Swamp forests, Marshlands or saltmarshlands with wet prairies, 
reedbeds, amphibian reedbeds, submerged communities and mudflats
Habitats on the river edge, from high level to low: Alluvial forest, Alder swamp 
forests, Amphibian reedbeds in freswater lagoons and unvegetated river banks

1.1 

1.1 

1.2 

2.2
2.4

2.4

2.3

2.3
2.2

2.2

2.1 

Linkage of the main routes of the Community of municipalities (Senda de los 
Miradores, Senda del Agua, Ruta de los Marineros, Camino de Santiago, Ruta del 
Narcea)
Management of the Core path that give acces to the water edge

Social Loops, nots of intense social-cultural-economic activity
3.1 San Esteban and San Juan de la Arena loop
3.2 Soto del Barco and Muros de Nalon loop 
3.3 Pravia loop

Normal Tidal Range

High Mean Tide

River ordinary period

River extraordinary period

El Charcu. Nature visit, amphibian residentes 

Migratory birds

Naval Club

Beach tourism

Rural tourism. Camino de Santiago

Salmon fishing in Asturias

la Angula festivity, Gastronomic Festival
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El Charcu

San Estebán de Pravia

El Carvallo hoppers

Balcony of
l’Arena

Flood football 
plains

La Hullera

viewpoints

Pasarela

San Esteban harbour
open-air museum

Edge solutions
(+0,65/+2 masl)

e1 Green up e6 Rest areas

e5 Socialization pointse2 Renature of the limits

e4 Activity items

e3 Decarbonize the edge

 Green solutions
(+0,65/+4 masl)

g1 Swamp alder forest
     continuity

g2 Biodiversity spots

g3 Built greentrusion 

g4 Walk the hillside

Blue solutions
(-0,8/+0,65 masl)

b1 Blue intrusion

b2 Natural pools

b3 Room for the river

b4 Brushwood fascines

b5 Oyster reef

b6 Habitats restoration

b9 Intertidal meet-ups

b8 Artistic elements

b10 Jetties meet-ups

b7 Walk on water

To materialise our strategy, we present a catalogue solutions. 
Depending on the habitat they improve, solutions are grouped 
into Green – for freshwater habitats – or Blue solutions – for 
brakish water habitats. The ones that locate inbetween and 
encourage our curiosity, understanding and appreciation 
of these environments are grouped into Edge -or orange- 
solutions.

The legacy of the industrial coal mining past of the Nalón estuary, oversized on a 
human scale and based on barriers, makes the social use of the mouth impossible 
and prevents the relationship between the brakish water habitats (blue) and the 
freshwater habitats that flow down the slope towards the river (green). 
Designing the deconstruction of this port infrastructure, reducing it to a minimum 
so that it is capable of guaranteeing security against flooding and making it 
permeable. In this sense, the aim is to promote the encounter between the two 
waters, which allows the reactivation and enhancement of a civic matrix along the 
estuary (orange), creating a large loop of activity directly related to the ecosystem 
services provided by the green and the blue.

La Xunquera

San Juan de l’Arena

La Xunquera
Marina

La Llama beach
intertidal restoration

Bajamar promenade
Decarbonized social seafront

Puerta del Mar
A social twist for the old dock

Puertochico 
The sea venue

A territorial scale seaside equipment

Puerto Chico, the sea avenue:

Corresponds to the largest area both in size and scale and as a 
point of reference in the Asturian metropolitan system. Habitats 
of resh and salt water that give intertwined and them a social and 
interpretative matrix gives place. Sustainable mobility, parking, 
restaurant, large recreational areas and multiple activity offers.

Local riverside active zones
 
These two sites enhance the local activity of the estuary’s inhabitants. 
The local population can come to these hybrid sites where traditional 
fishing activity, water sports activities and new cultural riverside 
factories merge.

El Charcu, La Llama beach, la Xunquera
 
A breakthrough in assisted restoration of resilient habitats. 
Controlled access to areas where freshwater and brakish water 
habitats naturally touch, maintaining the marshes. Old river channels 
are gradually dismantled to renaturalise the river banks and expand 
the marshland. 

San Esteban de Pravia and San Juan de l’Arena loop 

The territorial equipment of Puertochico stands on the largest 
infraestructure area on the north and so offers the largest amount of 
activities

La puerta del Mar and La Xunquera Marina, both local activity areas 
for San Juan de la Arena and San Esteban de Pravia stand on old 
industrial infraestructure areas now reinvented as waterside activities 
spots 

El Charcu, La Llama beach and la Xunquera remain as the nature 
reserve areas. Here our activity is restricted and we merely can move 
through pathways and return.

All together, the different intensity areas draw a connected vortex of 
activity.
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2  Expanding the edge of the water,  a holistic strategy
 to find new ways of inhabiting the estuary and respond to the climate emergency

Between waters
NALÓN (ES)
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Puerta del Mar

Urban beach

Living breakwaters

Sea Park

New Sea Square

Fishmarket

Renaturation of the 
Promenada of Bajamar

Centro de interpretación 
Puerta del Mar

Nuevo puente 
sobre el Nalón

Seawater swimingpool

La Xunquera Marina

floating Jetties for small boats

“Quoi des plantes”as in Nantes

New builidings for: Port administration, 
Diving school, Yacht Club , Sea Kaya-
king, Sailing school, Other uses

Sport center

to the Old Coal shipyard
Open-air museum in Sant Esteban

to the red lighthouse

Active meadow for biodiversity and 
people

Dry docks

Urban beach

Open-air Amphiteatre

Fishing jetties

pedestrian bridge over 
the boating ramp

Protect the environmental value of the Alluvial forest by
using the traces of the old railways as paths to discover 

Renaturation of former and not 
used boating ramps restoring 
fluvial dynamics  

intertidal creek
la Veiga river

La Xunqueira Lagoon
Saltmarsh

Saltmarsh restoration by mi-
crotopographic modification

Alder swamp forests

Mirador

Muros de Nalón San Esteban de Pravia

La Arena sea balcony

Ferry routes

Spacial redevelopment of 
paths and social activities

Eucalyptus forest plantation

El Charcu
Amphibians protec-
ted area

restoration of exiting jetties

C.1B A C.2 B

Open - Air Museum

San Juan de la Arena

La Xunquera
• Move to other areas activities that are on flooding 

areas, and could be contaminating the soil and water 
(scrapyards and clean point)

• Regain space for saltmarshes to move inward on 
landfill through topographic modifications of the terrain 
that allow flooding and natural dynamics of the tide

La Llama beach
• Reolaction of parking area along the road that 

leads to the football fields
• Concentrate social activity on the inner side 

of the dune protecting the football fields from 
flooding

• Erase existing path to la Llama beach and 
relocate access throu two wood platforms

San Esteban and San Juan de la Arena loop

C.2 Social and public space improvement of a harbour area

Climate change emergency and ecosystem restoration
• Renaturalization of Calle de la Galerna and Calle Bajamar
• Build a resilient street boundary with the water through relocation of traffic

Coexistence between ecology and economy
• Restore the ancient harbour as an urban/nature beach for the inhabitants of San Juan de l’Arena
• Connect the port area to ‘El Charcu’ throught pedestrian streets to publicize this natural heritage of the 

municipality
• Promote the harbour esplanade for local activities and festivities
• Prioritize pedestrian streets between the port area and the sorrounding urban fabric linking with the 

main public and cultural buildings as Centre of Interpretation Puerta del Mar
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Expanding the edge of the water,  a holistic strategy

 to find new ways of inhabiting the estuary and respond to the climate emergency

Between waters

Urban beachOpen space for activitiesPark

Living breakwters

C.1  Allowing a second life to an old coal shipyard 
Activating local economy through spatial redevelopment, guaranteeing safe and 
multiple accesses to the water and preserving the exisiting natural areas

A  Adapting a large port infraestructure to natural dynamics
Deconstructing part of the existing infrastructure to restore the original 
conditions of the estuary and adapt to climate change

Floating jetties for sea sports

Naval activities Centre
Discovering Alder swamp forests

100 40m

SECCION
100 40m

Saltwater swimmingpoolRetention area Parking area and 
Quai des plantes

Urban Beach

Puerto Chico, the Sea Venue

Moluscs pier

Seawater swimmingpool

Naturalised pools

Football fields

Renaturation of the former 
boating ramps

Seaside promenade for 
pedestrians and bycicles

Retention area

Green Parking lot
and Quai des plantes

Open-air local food Market

Access to Garuncho and 
La Guardada beach

Panorama path
connects to GR- 209 
Senda de los Miradores

Pursueing social activation of the public space by improving the 
relation between the harbour and the urban fabric

The esplanade of Puerto Chico used to be a small harbour before it was filled with with infill to welcome 
social uses. Nowadays its an empty space, with parking lots, a football field, a seawater swimming 
pool and a restaurant. The proposal aims to open up a wide range of possibilities to reconsider this 
infraestructure makeing it more porous and able to adapt to climate emergency effects; while at the same 
time welcomes a multiply variety of social uses. 

Climate change emergency and ecosystem restoration
• By removing some of the infill and opening controlled breaches to the existing dyke, create a porous 

and flexible infrastructure that helps to reduce the energy of the sea allowing water to enter the 
esplanade recovering the old Puerto Chico 

• Create a retention area for water allowing the vegetation coming from the hillside to enter the 
esplanade

Coexistence between ecology and economy
• Reduce the percentatge of paved surface  
• Improve soft connectivity between San Esteban and Puerto Chico through safe and wide promenades 

and a bycicles lane path
• Creation of new natural basins by taking advantage of the tides, encouraging the naturalisation and 

social use of the space
• Connect through escalators the site to the Garruncho, La Guardada beach and Senda de los 

Miradores

Puerto Chico restaurant

150 60m 150 60m

B La Xunquera and La Llama beach
Preserving the natural values of the site and encouraging natural dynamics while relocation social activites

Tidal plain Tidal plain

Renaturalization of riverbanks Social activation

Marsh biodiversity

Isolated trees  
of Alnus glutinosa

Alnus glutinosa forests Rushes and amphibia communities

Riparian path Riparian path
Recover old piers

Rushes and amphibia communities Comunidades sumergidas de Ruppia maritima Comunidades sumergidas  
de Ruppia maritima

Eucalyptus crops

Submerged vegetation helps fix fluvial sediments

Improving river resilience

Rushes and amphibia communities

Canal mareal de drenaje Charcas permanentes

La Xunqueira lagoon

Línea de Pleamar
Línea de Bajamar

Nalón river

Saltmarshes

This two sites are of great ecologic sensibility because of the habitats and ecosystems that conform them, being also aread of rest and nesting for migratory birds; 
therefore the intervention here is minimal and very specific to improve some ecologic aspects and make it resilient to climate emergency. 

100 40m

The existing area of La Xunquera is a mixture of industrial buildings, sailing schools with difficult access to the water 
and the fenced area of the old railway beach that has overgrown with Alluvial forest. The proposal aims to spatially 
orgnize the area by placing new facilities that will continue the sea facade coming from San Esteban, offering a nice 
promenade next to the water with shade and activities. 

Climate change emergency and ecosystem restoration
• Release from the flood zone activities that could contaminate the soil and its waters (scrapyards and clean 

point)
• Recover marsh space on landfill through topographic modifications of the terrain that allow flooding and 

natural restoration of the space
• Protect the environmental value of the swampy alder groves of the old track beach
• Reconnect fluvial dynamics of San Esteban dock by renaturalization of the old boating ramps with marshes

Coexistence between ecology and economy
• Reactivation of local economy allowing the installation of new economic activities adapted to new needs 

(recreational activities, water sports...)
• Rearrangement of the different activities; bundle activities and move them away from biodiverse marshes 

respecting the ecological values of the space
• Improve an ensure access to the water surface for the existing and future activities
• Connect the red lighthouse through an inmersive path on the edge of the water that reveals the industrial 

heritage of San Esteban

The public space between the facade of San Juan de la Arena and the water edge is wide but 
without shade or local activity, there is too much space for traffic for such a small community. 
The proposal aims to improve the general connectivity of San Juan de la Arena by a hierarchy of 
streets (pedestrians and for traffic) to establish links between the water edge and the natural area 
El charcu, the litoral facade and the city centre, but also redisign the public space between the 
facade and the harbour. 

Renaturation of the Calle 
Galerna


